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- A simple style of a "shirt with jeans" is mainstream.
- Main points for choosing clothes:

  Clothes for going out: "neat," "my style," "easy to wear,"
"I choose based on the time, place and occasion," etc.
  Regular clothes: An overwhelming majority said
"easy to wear."

- Favorite brands for going out
  Levi's was most popular (5 people)
  Others included Thai brands like CPS (Chaps), Dapper, Jaspal.

Clothing

Male Fashion

Single, age 39.
Likes Jaspal and CC-
00. Choosing clothes
for going out that are
"appropriate to the
place and occasion."

Married, age 23.
Like items that suit
the time, place and
occasion when going
out. Favorite brand is
Wrangler.

Single, age 23.
Emphasis on
clothes that are
"neat" and "my
style." Likes CPS
and Levi's.
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Single, age 25.
Likes Dapper and
Levi's. Chooses clothes
that "suit me well and
feel good to wear."

Married, age 37.
Likes Dapper and
HOM. Chooses
clothes to look
"respectable" and
"neat" .

Married, age 28.
Chooses clothes
for going out that
are "something
like me." Likes
Hass and Justin.
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Age 26. Chooses
"simple" items to wear
that suit the time, place
and occasion when
going out.

Age 28. Places
emphasis on "design."
Likes Jaspal.
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Age 30. "Items with very
popular designs." Her
favorite is Nike.

Age 23. Likes
"colorful and popular
items" and Zara.

Age 22. Her criteria is
"good design and
suitable for me." She
doesn't like any one
brand in particular.

Age 32. "To show
my individuality."
Her favorite is CPS
because it fits her
body.

Age 35. "Suit the time,
place and occasion." Her
favorites are Lacoste and
Morgan.

Age 29. "Easy to wear"
and "design." Her favorite
is A II Z.

Age 39. "To look
respectable." She
likes Polo.

Female Fashion
- Trends vary somewhat between single and married women (with kids).
- Some wear simple clothes with one prominent feature (materials, frill, etc.).

  Single: one-pieces common, pants-style rare
  Married: pants-style common , a simple outfit with a
"shirt and jeans" is a very common trend.

- Criteria for choosing clothes are:

  Going out: multiple women regardless of marital status
emphasize "design" and "something like me."
Multiple single women also choose "fashionable items" and married women
choose "easy to wear items."
  Regular clothes: single and married women answered
"easy to wear."

- Many women's favorite brand for going out is the Thai brand A II Z. (6 women,
5 of whom were married.) Multiple women wear Thai brands like CPS (Chaps)
and Jaspal, as well as European clothes like Zara and Lacoste.

* 64% of women know about and 56% are
interested in Japanese "kawaii" fashion.
* Total fashion consciousness (Women n:25s;
total of valid responses)
- I'm selective about clothes. (96%)
- I'm careful about clothes spending. (76%)
- I pay attention to beauty (skin, figure, etc.).
(92%)
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（THB1≒2.7yen）

* Average clothes spending (THB 1 ≒ 2.7yen）
Males

Females
THB 2,400 (approx. 6,400yen)

THB 2,240 (approx. 6,000yen)

Amount Spent on Clothing
- Many men and women spend about THB 1,700 (approx. 4,600yen) to THB
3,999 (approx. 11,000yen) per month on clothing purchases.

Fashion Consciousness

Trend to pay attention to what one wears Spend money on clothes

Over 90% of men and women say they are "selective about clothing." Looking at the figures for "Very much," somewhat more women gave this response than men.

- Most buy at department stores,
but stalls are big among women.

Where Clothes are Purchased

* Arranged in descending order
according to percentage of women.

Reference Stalls

Open only on weekdays for female office workers to shop for clothes, etc.
on lunch breaks. (* Photos taken during the FGI.)
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Magazines and Storefront Displays are preferred by women,
followed by TV and Internet.
Storefront Displays and TV are preferred by men, followed by
Magazine and Internet.
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* Average spending on clothes (THB 1 ≒ 2.7yen）

Females THB 1,280 （approx. 3,400yen）

Males THB 1,494 （approx. 4,000yen）

Small Items/Accessories - Many respondents' favorite accessories were "Watches." To summarize the basis for their opinions (why they
like them), many cited "design" and "durability (lifelong)." Others were "multifunctionality" and "expensive
appearance."

Men men and women prefer Storefront Displays, followed
Internet for men and Magazines for women.
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Amount Spent on Small Items/Accessories

- Many men and women spend about THB 1,000 (approx.
2,700yen) to THB 1,699 (approx. 4,500yen) per month on fashion
accessory purchases.
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* Care about color and design.

* Multi-
functional

Fossil
"The design is unique."
(Single woman, age 22)

DKNY
"I like the shape."
(Single woman, age
27)

DKNY
"Modern design"
(Single woman, age 27)

Guess
"The leather band looks
nice."
(Married man, age 34)

Unknown brand
"Good use of color."
(Single man, age 26)

Casio
"The design fits my
wrist."
(Single woman, age 26)

Seiko
"Looks nice and
appropriately priced. It'll
last long."
(Single man, age 39)

Casio
"It's multi-functional
and has a good
design."
(Single man, age 25)

Guy Laroche
"Long-lasting and
looks good, suiting my
preferences."
(Married women, age
38)

Diesel
"Sturdy. Natural color
scheme. I like the logo."
(Married man, age 35)

elesse
"Sturdy. Simple.
Waterproof."
(Married women, age 38)

Diner's
"Sturdy and long-lasting."
(Married women, age 38)

Rolex
"Very sturdy."
(Married man, age 39)

Guess
"Long-lasting. Looks
expensive."
(Married man, age 23)

Casio
"Lots of features."
(Married man, age
30)

* Sturdy, long-lasting, easy to use
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Eating Habit

70% of the total eats dinner at home half the week.

28.0 12.0 34.0 14.0

Almost everyday

More than
5 times
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2-3 times
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weekends/
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2.0
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at home

10.0

Other

-
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Frequency of Dinners at Home
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14.0

Other

2.0
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About 60% of the total eats dinner "with the entire family."

Attention to One's Diet

The top three are "I choose clean restaurants," "Care about nutritional balance of food"
and "I eat regularly."
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Main Person Preparing Dinners

Parents prepare 40% of men's dinners and 60% of women
prepare their own.

- A typical dinner has rice, stir-fried vegetables, soup and meat or fish
dishes. (* Beef is not eaten due there being many Buddhists.)
- A course comes with around 3 to 4 dishes.
- Instant noodles (packaged in plastic wrapping) are also eaten.

4 dishes: rice, soup,
vegetables and fish.

Some people also eat
instant noodles.

White rice is common,
but multiple people also
eat fried rice.

Many households put
fish on the dining
table.

Many dishes also use
shrimp.

Some put nam pla on
the dining table.

Dinner Menu in Thailand* Top 3 restaurants for dining out
frequency (past 3 mths.)
（N=50)
Chain Restaurants
 No.1 MKSuki
 No.2 Fuji
 No.3 Oishi
Fast Food
 No.1 KFC
 No.2 McDonald
 No.3 Swensen's
Coffee Shops
 No.1 Starbucks
 No.2 Banrai
No.3 Au Bon Pain

* Food consciousness (N=50s)
- I know a lot of restaurants with good food. (88%)
- I use somewhat expensive ingredients that go well
with my food. (84%)
- I often eat out. (72%)

(From FGI)
- People usually eat dinner at home, but they eat out if they "don't have
time" or to "meet friends," etc.

* Reference Material
(Kasikorn Research Center)
Restaurant Industry ('09): THB 194 bil. (approx. JPY 523 bil.）

78%
42%
32%

76%
62%
44%

42%
16%
14%
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- Many kitchens are simple, and few people have shelves to put tableware and
cooking utensils.

-  Some have no clear space dividing the dining room, living room and kitchen.
  (Some have the refrigerator placed next to the TV.)
  * Some stated there we no dividing spaces between rooms at the FGI as well.

A household with the
refrigerator placed next
to the TV.

Few people have shelves
for tableware and cooking
utensils.

Pots and pans are hung on
the wall since there are no
shelves for cooking
utensils.

- Over 90% owned a refrigerator and rice cooker. 70% owned a microwave and under 60% owned an electric pot.
Nobody owned a dishwasher.

* Reference Material (VR Thai ACR 2009)
  - Refrigerator ownership: 59.0%
  - Electric rice cooker ownership: 87.4%
  - Microwave ownership: 55.3%
 - Electric pot ownership: 45.9%

Inside the Kitchen

Ownership of Cooking Appliances
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（THB1≒2.7yen）Characteristics of Electric Cooking
Appliances Owned

- Mitsubishi was the most common maker of refrigerators owned (11 people), followed by Hitachi (9),
Sharp and Toshiba (7 each). Japanese products account for the top rankings.

- The most common item in refrigerators was water (94%), followed by fruits (82%) and
vegetables (76%).

- Average purchase price was THB 12,602 (approx. 34,000yen). The median was THB
9,450 (approx.25,500yen).
- Less than about 40% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Many plastic bottles of water
can be seen in the middle.

Fruits are in the middle.
Eggs can be seen on the
side.

Refrigerator

Fruits and vegetables are in
the middle. Water can be
seen on the side.

All have 1 or 2 doors. None had double doors or drawers.

- The norm for all cooking appliances is simple with limited features. Many people use Japanese-made
products.

- The overwhelming majority owned Sharp products (27 people), followed by
Panasonic (5) and National (4).
- Average purchase price was THB 1,660 (approx. 4,400yen). The median was
THB 1,300 (approx. 3,500yen).
- Less than about 40% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Rice Cooker

A handle on the lid is the norm. Many
are decorated with pictures of fish or
plants and animals as in the photos
on the left.

The left side also shows an
old type with a metal lid.
The ones on the right are
new types with buttons.

- Types with handles on the lid (similar to Japanese models from the '70s and '80s) are
the norm. Many are decorated with pictures of plants and animals.

Note: Rice cookers with metal lids are used not only for cooking rice, but often when
making "steamed dishes" and "soup" as well (according to local info).

Microwave

- Many types are simple with limited features.
  Most have just have heat and defrost functions, and few have features like
oven heating (according to local info).
- Most owners have Sharp (7 people). Second was LG (6).
- Average purchase price was THB 8,884 (approx.23,900yen). The median
was THB 5,000 (approx.13,500yen).

Mainstream simple types.              Center: LG  　　　　　               　Right: National
Left:Sharp

- About 30% of owners purchased in the
last 3 years.

Electric Pot

- As with microwaves, many are simple with limited features.

Mainstream simple types. Many have round tops as shown in
the photos.

This is another simple type, but the top has corners.
This design is also common.

- The overwhelming majority owned Sharp products (19 people).
- Average purchase price was THB 920 (approx.2,400yen). The median was THB 800
(approx.2,100yen).

- About 60% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.
  Compared to other cooking appliances, this is a large percentage of people who
made a recent purchase.
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N= Total: 50s

Residence

Overall Trend of Dining /Living Rooms

- There are various kinds of dining tables, but many have an overall simple design.

- Many households put covers (colanders) on the table to protect food from
insects.

- Many living rooms are centered around a TV and sofa.

32.0 16.0 20.0 22.0

Single-family home
owner

Condominium/
Luxuary apartment

Rental apartment

10.0

Townhouse ownerShop/house owner

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

(* Photos were taken during the FGI.)

- The household makeup of this survey's target samples was mostly
"single-family home owners" as the largest segment at roughly 30%,
followed by "shop/house owners" and "townhouse owners."

* Years in home: avg. 7+ years
  (10+ years: 21%; 5-10 years: 11%; 3-5 years: 10%)
- 8% have a maid(s)
- Most (26%) have three rooms

Most households have a TV in the
living room for home entertainment.

A simple dining table.
Covers (colanders) are placed
to keep insects out.

Some households use simple
dining chairs.

Some households with multiple
members use low tables.

Some households
have an L-shaped
sofa.

Many households have a sofa.

Townhouse
Multiple homes are built adjoining
each other on the sides like row
houses.

Shop/House
The first floor is a shop with apartments
above. (Found in busy areas along main
avenues, etc.)

Reference Characteristic Thai Housing
* Reference Material (VR Thai ACR 2009)
　Bangkok homes with maids ('09): 5.8%
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- Conventional models are the norm. Also, multiple respondents drum-style washers.

- Most own LG washers (12 people),
  followed by Electrolux (5), Samsung (4) and Sharp (3).
- Average purchase price was THB 14,126 (approx.38,100yen). The median was THB
12,000 (approx. 32,400yen).
- Less than about 50% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

- Below are photos of rooms arranged according to type of home.
Inside Dining/Living Rooms by Living
Arrangement

Shop/HouseApartmentSingle-Family Luxury Apartment Townhouse

- Over 80% of all households own air conditioners.
Under 40% own more than one.

Some households also use electric fans.

Air Conditioning

- Most own Mitsubishi models (10 people), followed by Panasonic
(7), Thai manufacturer Saijo Denki (7) and Daikin (5).

- Average purchase price was THB 21,908 (approx. 59,100yen).
The median was THB 20,000 (approx. 54,000yen).

- Less than about 60% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Air Conditioners

Washing Machine

Drum-style.
Made by
Electrolux.

Conventional models are the norm. Both here are made by LG.

A washer placed
outside.

Some washers have detergent placed on top of them. 。

Where Water is Used (washing
machine)

- About 70% own clothes washers. Many, under 50%, wash "1-2 times/week."
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In some households, racks hang
on the walls of the shower area
storing toiletries.

Where Water is Used (washstand, toilet, bathroom)

- Many households have a sink, toilet and bathroom all in one room.

- 12% own a bathtub. Many people use showers.
　

Washstand

- A simple wash basin is the norm.
Otherwise, there are many types built into a counter.

- There were no Japanese-style sinks with a cabinet underneath.
It would be difficult because it would be in the same room as the bathroom and
the humidity is high (according to local info).

A curtain
separates the
shower.

The shower is in the
back, separated by a
curtain.

Few households
have a bathtub.

The two photos above are from the same room. The shower is just
left of the toilet. The sink can be seen to the toilet's right.

The sink is on the right. The toilet is in the middle.
The shower room can be seen in the back.

These are simple Western-style toilets. Since they are in the
same room as the bathroom, some households also place
their toiletries on top of the tank.

These sinks are built into counters. They do not have cabinets
underneath as in Japan.

There were also a number of Japanese-
style toilets.

These are typical types with only a sink on the wall.

- Many bathrooms are divided by a shower curtain.
(Only one household was photographed with the toilet and shower divided
by a sliding door.)

- In some households, racks hang on the walls of the shower area storing
toiletries.

- A simple Western-style type is the norm. No households had a toilet with  bidet
function.

- Not many, but some households had a Japanese-style toilet.

- The top manufacturer was Cotto (20 people).
Second was American Standard (10).

Toilet

Bathroom
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Door Knob

- Most door knobs were rotating knobs.

- A lever or handle was seen only occasionally on a door. Typical rotating type. This one is rotating but has
patterns cut into it.

This is a door lever. This is a door handle.

Areas that are Appreciated

- The most popular room was the living room  (20 people).
They said so because they "can relax"
or because "the whole family can gather," etc.

- Many also just like "the sofa" best (6).

- Multiple respondents also like places with flowers (orchid)
or other place with greenery best.

Multiple respondents answered "the garden." Some people also like places
with stuffed animals.

- Many people answered "storage"
such as shoe racks, storage space, etc.

Areas Where Improvements are Necessary

The shoe rack is "cluttered."
(Woman, age 22)

"It's cluttered and very dusty."
(Man, age 25)

- Many people are also dissatisfied with the interior
of their homes, giving responses such as
"the ceiling is cracked," "the ceiling leaks,"
"the walls are old," "the walls are stained,"
"the floor is cracked," etc.

"Water leaks from the ceiling."
(Woman, age 26)

"There's a hole in the ceiling."
(Man, age 28)

"Storage space is dirty and
I can't find what I want."
(Man, age 23)

"The flooring is old and split."
(Woman, age 34)

"The walls are stained."
(Woman, age 35)

"I have storage but it's cluttered."
(Man, age 37)

"This space is small with
lots of stuff. (Woman, age 29)
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* Note: Since many respondents in the initial results from Thailand understood "daily necessities" as meaning "toiletries,"
we encouraged people in the other three countries to understand daily necessities as broadly meaning "items you use on a daily baPreferred Articles for Daily Use

- Many men and women both answered that "scent (smell)" and "skin (allergies)" are important for toiletries.

    1. Perfume, cologne, deodorant, etc.: Respondents choose long-lasting items with nice scents out of consideration for other people.

2. Even men prefer items that are "kind on the skin." They are mindful
of allergies and dryness. (Some people also mindful of dryness because
the air conditioning blows hard in the office.)

Adidas cologne and Axe

Gillette body spray

M
al

es

"I like CK perfume
because it lasts long." Vaseline body lotion

has a good scent.

"I like Burberry  body
lotion because its
scent lasts long."

Kenzo with long-
lasting scent

"I use anti-bacterial
soap because I am
concerned about
body odor."

Fe
m

al
es

"I  like Dove shampoo
because it has a nice
scent."

Calvin Klein deodorant
with long-lasting scent

Nivea deodorant

This Kodomo baby
powder is kind on
the skin.

Garnier face lotion to prevent
allergies

Foamy shaving cream for a
man who are concerned
about allergies

"I use OP lotion to
get rid of wrinkles."

Skin Food face lotion
to keep skin beautiful

Nivea lotion for dry skin

Model Co face gel
suits women's skin.

"I use Vaseline lotion to
keep my skin moist."

Non-sticky No7 sun
block

Vaseline chap stick
for dry lips

"I use H20 face lotion because
they will not have an allergic
reaction to it."

"I can only use
Kodomo powder."

"I use Oriental day cream
because I will not have
an allergic reaction to it."

Nivea eye cream hides moles
and wrinkles.

"I use Pond's face foam
because they will not
have an allergic
reaction to it.

M
al

es
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- Over 40% own motorcycles.
- The top maker was Honda (13 vehicles), followed by Yamaha (10).
- The most common model was the Honda Wave (7), followed by the
  Yamaha Nouvo (4).
- Over 80% were bought new, while under 20% were bought used, about
the
  same rates as for automobiles.
- Less than 20% of respondents have modified their motorcycles.
- Average purchase price was THB 41,000 (approx. 110,700yen).
  The median was THB 42,000 (approx. 113,400yen). Also, over 60% of
  owners purchased in the last 3 years.

- About 70% of survey respondents own
an automobile.
- The top maker of their automobiles was
Toyota (25 vehicles), followed by Honda (14) and Isuzu (7).
* Supplementary Note: Japanese automobiles are produced locally in Thailand and are sold
with
  affordable prices to the middle class (according to local info).

- The most common model was the Toyota Vios (6), followed by the Honda Civic (5).
  Multiple households also own pick-up trucks.
- Under 90% of all vehicles owned by respondents were bought new,
  while over 10% were bought used.
- Over 40% of vehicles have been modified. 30% have had their exterior modified,
  and over 10% have had features modified.
- Average purchase price was THB 666,857 (approx. 1,800,500yen).
  The median was THB 700,000 (approx. 1,890,000yen).
- Over 40% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Automobiles (Cars and Trucks)

Motorcycle Ownership

Motorcycles (motorcycles/scooters)

34.0 10.0- 56.0

1 2
More
than 3 None

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Automobile Ownership

50.0 12.0 10.0 28.0

1 2 More than 3 None

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

- About 20% own 2 or more automobiles.
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Particular about cars

Would like to drive an 
environmentally-friendly car

Always interested in information 
pertaining to cars

Cars are indispensable in everyday life

Automobile Consciousness

- Under 90% "want to ride an environmentally-friendly car."

- About 10% own two motorcycles.

Toyota (Vios) Honda (Civic) Nissan (Sunny)」
Isuzu
Pick-up truck

Pick-up truck
(Model unknown)

Toyota
Pick-up truck
(Hilux Vigo)

Parking lot 1
(Condominium residents)

Parking lot 2
(Shop/ twon house
  residents)

Parking lot 3 with many pick-
up trucks
(Shop/twon house
  residents)

N=Total: 50s

N=Total: 50ｓ

Suzuki (model unknown) Honda (Phantom)
Kawasaki (KR)

Honda (Wave) Yamaha (Nouvo)

Honda (model unknown)
in the back on the left side

* Reference Material （Dentsu Advertising
Almanac)

* Reference Material (VR Thai ACR 2009)
 Bangkok motorcycle ownership (2009): 26.2%
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- All survey respondents own mobile phones.

- An overwhelming majority owned Nokia phones (26
people), followed by Samsung (6) and LG (5). The only
Japanese-manufactured phone owned was Sony Ericsson
(4).

- Average purchase price was THB 9,918
(approx.26,700yen). The median was THB 8,900
(approx.24,000yen).

- Under 80% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

What are Usually Carried

Mobile Phone

In addition to wallets and mobile phones, men also carry keys (cars,
etc.), cigarettes, USB memory and digital audio players.

Nokia mobile phone Sony Ericsson mobile
phoneAnother Nokia mobile

phone. Many have a bar-
type design.

LG mobile phone There were two
iPhone users.

A rare flip-type mobile
phone (made by Motorola)

Belongings of Males

In addition to wallets and mobile phones, many women also carry pouches, cosmetics and gum.
Multiple respondents also carry character merchandise.

Belongings of Females

USB Memory

* Reference Material
(Dentsu Advertising Almanac)
  Mobile phone usage (2008): 82.1%
(VR Thai ACR 2009)
  Bangkok mobile phone ownership (2009): 94.2%
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loading

Email 
newsletters/
blogs/
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browsing

Chatting Video 
viewing

Software 
down-
loading

Shopping Hotel 
reservations

Internet 
phones

Others

- All respondents own TVs. (Roughly 40% of the total own 2 or more TVs.)
* We also found at the FGI that watching TV is one major form of amusement .
- The most favorite type of TV program was news (46%), followed by melodramas (44%) and game
shows (44%). Looking at favorites by gender, men like sports news the most (under 60%) while women
like melodramas (60%) the most.
- Over 80% of the total own a VCR or DVD player.

TV

PC

PC Usage Purpose

- 98% of all respondents own a PC.
- 98% of PC owners use the internet, of whom about 70% use it almost daily.
- Some people also play games on their PCs. (See below.)
- Most people own PC made by Acer (10 people), followed by HP (8). However, there were also
many who had their PCs "custom built at the shop" (8).
- Average purchase price was THB 25,827 (approx.69,700yen). The median was THB 25,000
(approx.67,500yen).
- Over 60% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

73.5
65.3 65.3

20.4 20.4

2.0
8.2

98.0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Internet Work Study Email Image 
Editing

Albums, 
address 
files,
etc.

House-
hold 
book-
keeping

Other

Internet Usage Purpose

Laptop computers placed in front of sofasThis PC is thought to be
custom built.

Desktop PC

- Most people own Samsung devices (8 people), followed by Soken (7).
- Average purchase price was THB 5,738 (approx.15,400yen). The median was THB 3,000 (approx.8,100yen).
- Roughly 70% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

- Most people own Sony TVs (11 people), followed by Samsung (9).
- Average purchase price was THB 13,947 (approx.37,600yen). The median was THB 8,900 (approx. 24,000yen).
- Under 40% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Video/DVD

TV

n: PC users=49s

* Reference Material
(Dentsu Advertising Almanac)
  TV usage (2008): 94.4%
  Cable TV usage (2008): 18.0％

* Reference Material (Dentsu Advertising
Almanac)
 PC usage (2008): 62.1％

n: Internet users=48s
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- About 70% of both men and women play video games regularly.
- The overwhelming majority play games on PCs.
* During the FGI, some said they "enjoy online games."

Video Game

Devices UsedVideo Game

Digital Audio Player

- 50% of the total own a digital audio player.
- The iPod was most common (8 people), followed by Sony (5).
- Average purchase price was THB 5,139 (approx.13,800yen). The median was THB 3,500
(approx. 9,400 yen).
- About 70% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

Some people said they bought the iPod as a "product or service for personal f
un and enjoyment."

88.9

13.9 11.1

2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 0 0 0 0

22.2

0％

25％

50％

75％

100％

PC Sony
PlayStation
Series

Mobile
Phone

PSP Family
Games

Nintendo Other
Gaming
Equipment

Other
Mobile
Gaming
Equipment

Nintendo
(Portable)

Wii Xbox Series Other

Total (n=36s) Males (=18s) Females （=18s)

Some people said they bought the PSP as a "product or service for personal
fun and enjoyment."

Digital Camera

- 90% of the total own a digital camera.
- Most people own cameras made by Canon (17 people), followed by Samsung (10) and Sony (6).
- Average purchase price was THB 11,302 (approx. 30,500yen). The median was THB 9,700 (approx. 26,100yen).
- Over 80% of owners purchased in the last 3 years.

* Reference Material (VR Thai ACR 2009)
 Bangkok Digital Camera Ownership (2009):

72.0

72.0

72.0

28.0

28.0

28.0

Yes No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

全体(N=50s)

男性(n=25s)

女性(n=25s)

Total(N=50s)

Males (n=25s)

Females
(n=25s)
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"I'm interested" = 86% (N=50s)
(Main interests)
No.1 Food
No.2 Characters
No.3 Cities and sightseeing
No.4 Fashion
No.5 Appliances & car products
・ ・

No.9 TV programs
No.12 Music
No.16 Movies

55.8%

37.2%
27.9%
23.3%

72.1%
67.4%
58.1%
58.1%

- The most favorite character among both men and women is Doraemon (16 people).
  Many said they like him because he is "cute." Others said "the magic pocket (is great)," he "seems kind" and he is "lovable.
   Most found out about him through "terrestrial TV."
- Second-most popular is Hello Kitty (7 people). Only women gave this response. Like Doraemon, many said they like her because she is "cute."
- Some people also said they like Son Goku from Dragon Ball.

Favorite Character

Spending for Personal Fun and Enjoyment

- Different people gave various types of products in their answers,
  but the 5 general types are given below.
  - Audio/visual and consumer electronics like the iPod, PSP, digital cameras,
     mobile phones
  - Beauty and health services like beauty salons, esthetic salons, spas,
     fitness clubs
  - Fashion and accessories like bags, rings and necklaces
  - Entertainment like magazines, comics and movie soundtracks
  - Buddhist items like charms and Buddhist texts
- Both men and women cited spas in their answers. Many said so because they "can relax" and "rest."
* Some said (in the FGI) that they use fitness clubs during the leisure time on weekdays.

Spa catalog
(Woman, age 23)

Gold necklace
(Man, age 34)

A fitness club at an
apartment building
(Woman, age 32)

These are Japanese dramas.
"They're fun and informative."
(Woman, age 27)

Comics (Woman, age
27)

These are Buddhist
texts. "My mind feels at
ease when I read
them." (Woman, age
36)

Japan and Japanese Products, Services and Culture
Experience with Japanese Entertainment

- Entertainment Experience (Main Source)
   (N=50s)
  - Video games: 54% (Internet 70.4%)

   - Anime:  74% (TV 51.4%, DVDs 32.4%)
   - TV shows:  80% (TV 82.5%)

   - Music:  46% (TV 47.8%, Internet 39.1%)
   - Movies:  60% (TV 53.3%, DVDs 36.7%)

   - Magazines:  40%/Women 48%

Intention of Overseas Travel <visiting

- "I want to go." = 100% (N=50s). 6% have been before.
  (Main reason for wanting to go)
  - "I want to go sightseeing" (94%), "I want to shop" (34%)


